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Molding the Clay:  
Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb’s Concept of Colloquial Poetry  
as Art of Resistance 

Leslie Tramontini 

Many Arab literary critics claim that political commitment in literature is nothing new to Ara-
bic poetry, and that it has in fact existed for a long time, ever since pre-Islamic poetry. Usually, 
the only literature they discuss is that of classical Arabic (fuṣḥā). However, poetry in the ver-
nacular or spoken Arabic (ʿāmmiyya) has also played a great role—and still does—in commit-
ment and engagement. This fact is often neglected, denied or ignored, mostly for ideological 
reasons. The educators of the nahḍa (Arab Renaissance) since the end of the nineteenth century 
regarded a standardized form of classical Arabic language as the basis for achieving a renais-
sance of Arab culture and modern national education. Various forms of Arab nationalisms  
denied the right of existence to dialectal literature, favoring fuṣḥā for reasons of politics and 
ideology. Analogously, in scholarship colloquial poetry has received less attention and less 
study than fuṣḥā-poetry. The aim of this article is to analyze political notions of colloquial  
poetry by one of Iraq’s most outspoken and most committed poets, Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb. As a 
case study, I will present an analysis of his famous poem written in the southern Iraqi dialect, 
Li-l-rayl wa-Ḥamad (For the train and for Ḥamad, 1969), arguing that even a plain love poem 
composed in a way that does not conform to standard convention may bear notions of com-
mitment and resistance. A short overview on the development of both colloquial poetry and the 
notion of iltizām (commitment) until the 1960s will help contextualize my hypothesis.1 

Commitment in Poetry 

Marilyn Booth in a 1992 article argues that colloquial poetry by its very definition is “an art 
of iltizām (commitment) par excellence, although the degree, direction and expression of 
iltizām vary along the entire spectrum of personal, political and poetic outlooks” (463).2 
Colloquial poetry has a long tradition, reaching back to the Andalusian zajal-poetry of the 
twelfth/thirteenth century and has taken on different forms in the various Arab regions. At 
the turn of the century, the nahḍa’s emphasis on reform and education saw a standard-
ized/classical Arabic language not only as an instrument for modernizing state and society 
but also as a tool against colonialism. This contributed to the modern perception of the clas-
sical and colloquial as two distinct realms, not just as overlapping registers on one larger 
scale.3 This provoked a new quality and kind of resistance that was articulated in the collo-
quial. In contrast to literature in fuṣḥā, which very often was an elitist affair addressed to a 
certain quite narrow social group of educated people, with its direct and precise expression 
poetry written in the vernacular could easily reach the whole population. One of the main 
aims of traditional colloquial poetry has been the creation or assertion of “collective senti-
ments” (Booth 465) and social criticism. Its political potential helped to inspire emotions, 
shape public awareness, and mobilize for change. Colloquial poetry played an important 
role in countries such as Egypt, Lebanon, the Maghreb, offering itself—quite naturally so to 
say—as the medium of mass communication. It often took on satirical overtones combined 
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with harsh social criticism, a language and way of saying things which people could relate 
to directly and in which they could even participate in a kind of ‘democratic’ inclusivity.4 It 
is this liberating notion which distinguishes it from most of the fuṣḥā-poetry. 

The twentieth century strengthened the concept of the Arab poet as a political figure.  
Especially in Iraq, there was a strong local tradition to commitment, as seen in the neoclassi-
cal poetry of the 1920s and 1930s, which in some cases may have lacked aesthetic values but 
was decidedly and explicitly committed. Poets such as Ruṣāfī, Zahāwī and Jawāhirī clearly 
expressed their social criticism, strove for democratic change and women’s liberation, and 
called for education; however, they used the old traditional style and did not experiment with 
form. Although until now classical poetry in the ʿamūdī-style (classical qaṣīda-form with two 
hemistiches) is still very popular in Iraq, it was the development of Free Verse (shiʿr ḥurr) at 
the end of the 1940s, combining political commitment with a new aesthetic poetical form, 
which became distinctive and had a huge impact on modern Arab poetry.5 

When Sartre’s concept of engagement was translated into Arabic,6 it rapidly conquered 
the Arab literary world. In the high tide of iltizām as a literary concept in the 1950s, it ex-
uded a hitherto unknown enthusiasm and optimism; Arab poets and authors rushed to adapt 
the term enthusiastically into their concept of writing. It was its notions of freedom, respon-
sibility, and political participation which were eagerly integrated into a transnational and 
pan-Arab vision of a new order of Arab societies. Writing without a political message 
seemed impossible, out of step with the times. What was required was the writer as an 
avant-garde and intellectual spearhead of the nation, mobilizing people to share his world-
view, in deep trust that literature can change the world. 

However, very soon, with the ongoing colonial presence and the need for political ac-
tion, revolution, and resistance, iltizām more and more came to mean party affiliation, usu-
ally to the Communist or some leftist party.7 Poets and authors with diverging party affilia-
tions or ideologies fought fierce battles as to who was representing the authentic voice of 
the people. Although in some cases this literature remained hollow and very often propa-
gandistic, at the same time a new literature came into being, characterized by an urgent but 
subtle subtext of the necessity of political agency. 

In retrospect, it seems that, from its onset, this equation of party affiliation and iltizām was 
doomed to fail: The inflationary use of the term in literary circles made it brittle and frail, cre-
ating many rivaling sub-notions (Klemm, Literarisches Engagement 210). With the renewed 
expulsion of thousands of Palestinians from their homes during the naksa of 1967, with the 
Algerians struggling in the aftermath of a bloody liberation war, with the death of Gamal Abd 
al-Nasser (Jamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir) heralding the end of Nasserism and ‘classical’ Arab National-
ism, and later followed by the Lebanese civil war which raged for fifteen years, the hopes for 
democratic and pluralistic change crumbled and Arab countries slid into more or less repres-
sive political systems. Countries like Iraq developed exhaustive intelligence units—imported 
from Western or Eastern allies—and perfected a wide range of surveillance systems, side by 
side with an ever-increasing cult of the leader. In such a reality iltizām was not what it used to 
be in the 1950s when the message was clear: To struggle against foreign colonial imperialists 
and the ruling feudal classes. 

After the naksa, poets called for a new kind of iltizām which was to grow organically 
from the inside, possessing the aesthetic quality of the poem without however ignoring so-
cial criticism.8 Within just a few years post-naksa, as homegrown autocrats and despots 
succeeded in taking power and started subjecting their own people to repressive systems, 
writers stopped simply harboring hope for a better future; rather, a new period of doubt and 
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disorientation started. Writing turned to the expression of a more individual and often rather 
pessimistic world view; poetry especially took on a tone that was dark, obscure, and very 
often hermetic, introverted and focused on the self rather than on society.9 

Nawwāb’s Concept of Commitment 

At around this time, at the end of the 1960s, Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb (b. 1934 in Baghdad) pub-
lished his first anthology (dīwān) in Iraqi vernacular—though he had been composing and re-
citing his poetry ever since the late 1950s. Nawwāb is an excellent example of a poet who 
runs counter to currents and trends, swimming against the tide. For him, literature in itself is a 
stage for resistance, refusal, and commitment, free from ideological restraints. He offers an 
encompassing definition of politics: “For me, a truly political point of view touches upon all 
aspects of life.”10 While Nawwāb has been a committed and engaged poet both in his collo-
quial and fuṣḥā-poems, the official language politics of Iraq in the 1950s and 1960s with its 
focus on Arab Unity, had a hampering effect on colloquial poetry.11 In the ideologically 
charged heydays of Arab nationalism in the 1950s and 1960s, when the notion of Arab nation-
alism was based heavily on classical language (fuṣḥā), Nawwāb—though being a staunch 
supporter of the idea of Arab unity and independence—followed his own mind to compose 
poetry in the Iraqi vernacular. In an interview in 1999, Nawwāb described his concept of col-
loquial poetry: 

Poetry in the vernacular is neither anti-Arab nor opposed to the idea of Arab Unity; rather it is an 
enrichment for poetry […] Both colloquial and fuṣḥā-poems have their own merits and priorities 
and their own universe. It is like working with completely different material: to carve a rock is to-
tally different from molding the clay […] The dialect is like fermenting clay. During my first visit 
to the South Iraqi marshes I felt this. The marshes are full of water and clay, its nature all free 
flowing, and both water and clay in the most diverse forms. Colloquial has to be used with love so 
that it takes the form we want. (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 69–71) 

Nor can his poetry be easily categorized in terms of content: He writes with an angry pen 
and heart.12 His cause is the Arab cause (al-qaḍiyya al-ʿarabiyya) in its many facets: the 
feudal situation, poverty and social injustice, discrimination, the Palestinian catastrophe and 
the apathy of Arab leaders. His nationalism is not limited to Iraq but embraces the Arab na-
tion as a whole, and more importantly, it is devoid of any ideological affiliations and full of 
compassion for the sufferings of the suppressed people: 

In colloquial poetry I talk about the Iraqi situation, the farmers’ cause, for example. The colloquial 
is more direct, more melancholic. In fuṣḥā-poems I deal with the Arab cause in a more compre-
hensive way […] Colloquial is more capable of mobilizing people than fuṣḥā. (ibid.) 

Although he had been an active member of the Iraqi Communist Party (ICP), he refused to be 
manipulated by ideologies;13 rather, he followed a humanistic sort of commitment, compas-
sionate with his contemporaries and especially the downtrodden, the ones without a voice, the 
unheard and suppressed. His own ordeal is very often cited as a symbol for his resistance and 
capacity to counter the hegemonic discourse: As an ICP member he was sentenced to death in 
the political turmoil of the year 1963, which was later on commuted to a life sentence. His 
spectacular escape from the notorious prison Nuqrat al-Salman in the middle of the Iraqi de-
sert has earned him respect from colleagues.14 In the aftermath of this escape, he hid in the 
southern marshes until he had to finally leave Iraq for good, settling down in Damascus after 
several spells in other Arab capitals; he is meanwhile probably in the Emirates. 
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Notwithstanding his fame and popularity among Arabs, research on Nawwāb is still 
scarce. In Arabic, quite a few books on him have appeared recently but most of the studies  
focus on his fuṣḥā-poems. He does not usually feature in poetry anthologies, an exception  
being S. Simawe and Weissbort,15 who have included Nawwāb in their anthology of Iraqi  
poetry. In Western academia, as far as I am aware, there seem to be hardly any studies on him, 
an exception here is Carol Bardenstein’s excellent and insightful study on his fuṣḥā-poems.16 

In his most famous (fuṣḥā-)poems like Watariyyāt layliyya (Night strings), “Al-musāwara  
amām al-bāb al-thānī” (“Agitation in front of the second gate”), “Jisr al-mabāhij al-qadīma” 
(“The bridge of old delights,” usually referred to as “Tall Zaʿtar”), Nawwāb transcends nar-
row confines, speaks up in front of social and political weakness and cowardice, and mocks 
the rulers without fearing personal reprisal. Nor does he succumb to the ruling literary 
tastes of his time.17 He resisted becoming a slave to any ideology or party politics, merci-
lessly attacking the ignorance and apathy of the rulers: 

This is an Arab night. 
The massacre was conveniently extinguished before the summit meeting  
I accuse the mammoth of Nejd and his disciple,  
The pimp of Syria and his side-kick  
The judge of Baghdad and his testicle  
The King of Syphilis … little Hassan the Second  
The blotted rat of filth in the Sudan 
And the one sitting beneath the square root sign on the sand  
of Dubai, all wrapped up in his robe  
And the one in Tunis too, all bow-legged from calf to neck  
(Simawe and Weissbort 173) 

Alright alright, I’ll make an exception, for the poor wretch  
in Ras al-Khaimah (174) 
[…] 
Have you heard, oh Arabs of silence? 
Have you heard, accursed Arabs? 
The hatred has reached the wombs! 
[…] 
Palestine is being erased from the womb! 
The adherents of the American religion in Mecca 
And the markets are at their peak! 
It’s a public auction, oh noble ones! (171) 

Social justice and the idea of belonging without bowing to ideological constraints are more 
important for Nawwāb than official recognition. The enfant terrible of Iraqi poetry con-
stantly embroiled in conflict with the ruling parties, be it the monarchy or the military rul-
ers, or afterwards the Baath Party from the end of the 1960s onwards, Nawwāb was deeply 
convinced of man’s right to political participation and to full social responsibility. In the 
stormy period of the late 1950s, Nawwāb endorsed the prospect of armed resistance in the 
marshlands of the Iraqi south, arguing that the geographical and the social space there were 
suitable for a revolution starting from the countryside (Yaḥyā 115). 

In his colloquial poetry, Nawwāb could build on the experiences of the generations be-
fore him, not only poets like Jibrān Khalīl Jibrān and Aḥmad Shawqī, who also composed 
both poetry in the vernacular and in fuṣḥā, but also Iraqi poets like Ḥājj Zāyir (d. 1920) and 
ʿAbbūd al-Karkhī (1861–1946; Booth 467). It is generally acknowledged that he revolution-
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ized the diction of colloquial poetry, bringing to it new dimensions and opening up unfore-
seen horizons in Iraq.18 Inspired by his experience of imprisonment, escape, and hiding in 
southern Iraq and driven by his conviction of social and political justice, he appropriated ru-
ral imagery and ideals and integrated them into his poetry. At the same time, Nawwāb was 
not disconnected from the new poetic trends; on the contrary, he was very much affected by 
the Free Verse movement (Booth 478) and the various experiments with form and content 
that had taken place since the end of the 1940s in Iraqi poetry. In his 1969 dīwān, he com-
bined these avant-garde trends with the colloquial poetic tradition. This resulted in poems 
which were well known in Iraq in the 1960s, as his contemporary and fellow poet ʿAlī 
Jaʿfar al-ʿAllāq put it: “His poems kept reaching us, we knew them by heart, we sang them! 
It was as if a nightly rain poured down on us, or a wind coming up from a deep abyss. They 
were public property!” (150)19 

Both in his colloquial and his fuṣḥā-poems, Nawwāb used dramatic and structural ele-
ments to build up tension, such as dialogue, questions and answers, and techniques of var-
ied repetition which lead to a transgression of genre boundaries. His public poetry readings 
were live performances which have earned him wide acclaim and popularity all over the 
Arab world. He explains his special relationship to the audience as such: 

Arab poetry, be it in classical Arabic or the vernacular, differs from other [poetry traditions] by its 
rhythmic cadence and melodious music which addresses both eye and ear. That is why to recite 
and declaim poetry [aloud] is the very essence of Arab poetry, since pre-Islamic times until now 
[...] Out of this conviction I cut down the distance between me and my audience with my poetry 
sessions. I don’t really care much about my poems getting published in papers, journals or even 
books. (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 32) 

At another occasion he has stated: “I find that in most poetry readings my poems reach the 
audience although my anthologies are not widespread; sometimes, in some Arab countries, 
I am astonished at how much so! This means that poetry has not lost its impact and power” 
(69). 

In an interview with the Kuwaiti writer Nūr al-Qaḥṭānī, Nawwāb brings another notion 
into play: 

The political systems are afraid of the power and the atmosphere which the poem in the poetry 
reading creates, [...], it is an electrifying atmosphere which pushes [people] towards refusal and 
provocation, arousing awareness. (75) 

Tapes of his poetic sessions circulated underground and were secretly sold, and nowadays 
on YouTube one can watch him laughing, crying and shouting his verses.20 The written word 
seems only of secondary value for him, as he has stated himself; until now, no authorized 
collected works of his have yet to be published.21 

The most famous of Nawwāb’s early colloquial poems which has earned him almost 
immediate and lasting fame in Iraq is entitled “Li-l-rayl wa-Ḥamad”. It was published in the 
first 1969 anthology of the same name which consists of only colloquial poems. In this an-
thology, his compassion for the underprivileged and his commitment is obvious through the 
subjects he chooses: farmers, local leaders, tribesmen who resist the feudal system, their 
struggle and strife, prisoners and the injustice inflicted on them. Colloquial poetry with its 
mainly political overtones, however, can also be directed towards the articulation of the in-
ner feelings and emotions of the people, forming another kind of resistance, one not just 
limited to the political level but also embracing the poetic and aesthetic level. Nawwāb 
himself has said in a 1999 interview: “In the colloquial, emotions and images stemming 
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from my inner self, from aesthetics, images and music, are dominant” (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 
73). This is quite obvious in the poem “Li-l-rayl wa-Ḥamad,” as Saʿdī Yūsuf (1934), Naw-
wāb’s contemporary and poet-friend, has stated: 

Muẓaffar pushed me to be a poet. “Al-Rayl wa-Ḥamad” [sic]22 itself pushed me. In these days, ap-
plause was appreciated and pure. This anthology came as love poetry, it went against the tide. But 
who else could be a poet if not the one swimming against the tide? (qtd. in Yaḥyā 21) 

The poem has to my knowledge not been translated into English or German. Indeed, it is a 
challenge to any translator. Its language is inspired by rural songs and rhythms, many words 
are not found in dictionaries, and the idiomatic expressions are sometimes incomprehensi-
ble without explanation and comments. As is the case with any kind of orally transmitted 
literature, one finds a plethora of variations with diverging, missing, or omitted verses. 
These different versions in social media and pirate copies make academic work and analy-
sis rather a challenge. In my translation of the poem I will follow the text of the Damascus 
reprint of the dīwān (2008) and the comments and explanations of the Iraqi literary critic 
ʿAbd al-Wāḥid Luʾluʾa.23 Due to the obstacles described, the following translation will 
have to remain an approximation and a preliminary undertaking.24 

Analysis of the Poem  

For the train and for Hamad 25 

She loved him by the morning dew  

by the water of the night the moon [shone] on the departure  

and the train passed by 

 ومحد 26للريل
 عىل ماء الصبح احبته

 عىل ماء الليل اكن للهجر مقر 
 ومر قطار

We passed by you, Hamad, sitting in the night train 

hearing the grounding of coffee beans, smelling sweet cardamom

O train, howl of misery! Howl of yearning, o train! 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain27 

 مّرينه بيمك محد، واحنه بغطار الليل
   هيلـهوه ومشينه رحيةگوامسعنه، دگ ا

 ريل  اي صيح ابقهر صيحة عشگ اي ريل
  طهگَحـدر السـنابل  هودر هوامه، وكل،

Hey you with the turquoise ring, who fixed the golden nose ring 

O train, by God slow down when the one with the mole passes by

Don’t leave, don’t go away, my heart has not yet died 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain  

 ، يلشاد خزامات28اي بو حمابس شذر
 من جتزي ابم شامات ابغنج. اي ريل اب

 ليب بعد ما ماتگ ..وال متيش مشـية جهر
  ـطهگوكل، حدر السـنابل  وهودر هوامه،

Roll by at the station, full of sorrow and grief, o wagons! 

They didn’t enjoy us with their love, so shame on you to enjoy!  

O train, enflame in sorrow since that’s what lovers are 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain  

 نيگ يفرا.. وْونني.. حبزن..جزيي احملطة
 م عيب تتونسـنيهگ ما ونـّسونه، ابعشـ 

 مينيچ  اهل الهوى، ام .. حزنميچاي ريل 
  ـطه گوكل، حدر السـنابل  وهودر هوامه،

O train, it turned out all wrong, love is a lie 

That follows me my whole life long and does not quench my fire 

We walk the same way, my path [is] yours 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain  

  ذايبچ والعشگ ..اي ريل، طلعوا َدغـش
 ما يطفه عطـايب دگ بيـه لك العمر
 ترايب وترابك نتوالف ويه ادلرب،

  ـطهگحدر السـنابل  وكل، وهودر هوامه،
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I want to be the right one for Ḥamad and for no one else! 

The cool morning breeze makes me shiver and the coins [on my 

 veil/dress] jingle softly

O train when we were young we played and pranced together  

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain  

 ـن لغريهگآنه ارد ٔالوگ امحلد ما لو
لين برد الصبح ـّ  لجلج اللريهوت جيف

 
 لعبنه طفريه اي ريل ابول زغرنه

  ـطهگوهودر هوامه، وكل حدر السـنابل 
Ḥamad is [fair skinned] like wedding silver, [intoxicant] like a  

 Nargile 

With blue tattoos, with hitched up frock [for work] 

O train, don’t rush my dear, let me sweet talk to him 

perhaps my sad sweet talk will make the partridge yearn  

 هليـ گن محد نَر چ.. فضة عرس ن محدچ
 
ه اشليهلگمد ـّ    ـگ مبي الشذر ومشل

 ـل يبويه وخل ٔاانغيهل، گ ثـ.. اي ريل
  طهگوحين الـ ميكن ٔاانغي حبزن منغه

I’d like to buy a little bell and wear the nose ring at night  

and sketch with tears of joy the stars, the wind, and moles 

O sweet one among the stars like a golden buckle 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain  

 والبس الليل خزامه ٔارد ارشي جنجل
 وشامه وهوه وارمس بدمع الضحچ جنمه

 ـه حلزامهگني النجم طباواي حلوه ب
  ـطـهگحدر السـنابل  وكل وهودر هوامه

O bosom, a warm hand full, tightened by the cool morning breeze 

When the train wagons pass, their air makes them tremble, o  

 smooth one

O train don’t wake them up, it hurts 

Let them grow under the silk [like] partridges 

 برد الصبح.. مللمك ـضبة دفو، اي هندگ
 29ـني الهوه اي رسحگيرجفـنـّك ، فرا

 
  هتيج اجلـرح ال تفّززهن.. ال  اي ريل

  ـطهگحدر احلراير  خلهين هيودرن
Your fringes, the sun and air are like joyous trills 

Tender silk threads! Silk is normal for you! 

Gold radiates, o comb! O people! How long is it 

as long as your hair! And the cold air makes the partridge sleep 

 ـذلتك والشمس والهوه هلهولـهگـن چ
 شاليل بريسم والربيسم ٕاكل سوهل

 !يلخلگ اشطوهل واذري ذهب اي مشط
  طهگبطول الشعر والهوى البارد ينمي الـ

Just now my eyes were filled with laughter and chat 

My breasts round small birds, fluffy  

O train our love drifts along [like a boat] with no oars 

Their love has grown, my dear, the partridge hidden in the grain 

 حضچات وسواليف ..تو العيون امتلن
 تزيف ر الزغريهوهنودي زمـّن والطيو 

 اي ريل سيـّس هوانه وما اهل جماذيف
  ـطـهگحدر السـنابل  وكل وهودر هوامه

The reception of this poem has been phenomenal, with nearly every Iraqi knowing at least 
the first lines by heart. Colloquial poetry has a long tradition in Iraq—as it does in many 
other Arab countries—however, as Nawwāb himself says in the 1999 interview, this poem 
opened up a new dimension in Iraqi poetry: 

I would have never thought that one day I would submit this poem for print, or that it would gain 
such celebrity. I wrote it because I felt [the mood of] it, an inner delight, full of melody and emo-
tions. It was special circumstances then, I wrote the poem at night, with a pen and paper under my 
pillow, in the dark. I started with it in 1956 and finished in 1958 [...] I consider it a transition to a 
new way of writing poetry in the vernacular [...] It was influenced by the artistic atmosphere at 
home, with paintings and music: my father used to play the oud and my mother the piano, and all 
this Kerbela atmosphere helped me compose this poem... (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 71)30 
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One of the great advantages of colloquial poetry is the absence of a literary canon and of 
strict prosodic rules, which gives the poet room to creatively experiment with rhyme and 
meter, to invent his own poetic forms, and to be more flexible with language and the choice 
of words. Nawwāb describes it this way: 

The grammatical nature of fuṣḥā could be called a rock which has to be sculptured: there is 
grammar and linguistic rules and rhetoric devices and the dominance of the literary traditional 
canon [...] Colloquial poetry is like clay since it is indulgent; it is distant from grammar and the 
rhetoric heritage which binds the fuṣḥā-poet to certain dimensions. The deflections of the dialect 
and the possibilities to assemble words allow the poet such an abundance and freedom to derive 
new words which don’t exist and to give them meaning. In classical Arabic this is not possible. 
(69–70) 

The southern Iraqi dialect lends the poem a flowing harmonious melody and rhythm; the 
stanza form and the refrain turning it into a song-like poem. Looking at most Arabic edi-
tions, prints or internet publications, there are hardly any lines or stanzas discernible, but a 
prosodic analysis shows that in fact they are evenly composed lines. Going by the rhyme, it 
is obvious that there are ten stanzas. Luʾluʾa claims that the poem is composed in the classi-
cal meter basīṭ (mustafʿilun / fāʿilun / mustafʿilun / fāʿilun) which—as far as I can see—is 
the case at least with the first few lines (212). Nawwāb himself however, in another exam-
ple of transgressing boundaries, states explicitly that he is not “accurate” with the meters in 
his colloquial poetry (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 73). 

The ten stanzas consist of four lines, the last of which forms the refrain. The poem is com-
posed as a dialogue (a poetical form Nawwāb favors to build up tension) between the girl 
(remaining without name) who sits in the train and passes by, and Ḥamad who sees the train 
passing. The first stanza sets the scene of farewell and departure. In the second and third 
stanza, Ḥamad describes the beautiful girl with the mole and the golden rings, confirming his 
love for her. Like her, he addresses the train directly, this time by calling the wagons to slow 
down when passing, and blaming them for not stopping and letting him meet her. He is also in 
a state of despair and sorrow. The fourth stanza is polyvalent and could be spoken by either of 
the two; with a melancholic overtone it draws general conclusions, such as love is a lie. With 
the fifth stanza the girl confirms Ḥamad as her only love since childhood days, going on (sixth 
stanza) to depict his beauty and manliness (fair skinned, tattooed as usual with tribes folk, 
hard working and industrious). In the seventh stanza the perspective changes from her (first 
two lines) to Ḥamad, who compares the girl to a golden buckle, followed (eighth stanza) by a 
description of her breasts, full and round, but despairing over the train. Here the images of 
grain and hair are fused, leading into a lengthy description (ninth stanza) of her hair: blond, 
long, voluminous and smooth like silk. In the sixth, eighth and ninth stanzas, the refrain is 
varied with the partridge (breast) figuring in different contexts: yearning for love, growing 
and finally sleeping, indicating a motion towards the end. The last stanza is again from the 
girl’s perspective, recalling the serenity and carefreeness of the past and complaining about 
the unknown future and destiny which is out of their hands (the boat without oars). 

The refrain (“the partridge hidden in the grain”) forms the nexus of the poem: an allu-
sion to the girl’s breasts hidden under her voluminous blond hair (sanābul), referring to an 
ideal of beauty common not only in rural Iraq. This line with its quite obvious erotic under-
tones is the main metaphor of the poem, representing the inner feelings, (sexual) longings 
and yearnings of the lovers. 
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Next to this dominant image of eroticism, the poem is characterized by the dialogue be-
tween the lovers. Throughout the dialogue that moves back and forth, the train remains the 
first addressee for both of them: the dialogue generates changing perspectives that inter-
weave and complement each other, bound together by the same refrain. The refrain intro-
duces the third perspective: the anonymous ‘narrator,’ the train. So, in fact, the poem con-
sists of the dialogue between the lovers plus the third voice of the train in the refrain. In 
most of the refrains the train ‘answers’ to their pleas, commenting on their love, thus struc-
turing the poem. The lovers perceive the train as a loved yet feared rupture of rural life: the 
peaceful imagery of night and memories of the loved one, the atmosphere of gold and sil-
ver, stars, wind and the cool morning breeze is harshly disturbed and ultimately destroyed 
by the ruthless train crossing the land. The train is made of iron, of tracks fixed firmly in 
the ground, not allowing any deviation or individual detour, hinting at the unattainability 
and impossibility of the lovers’ love. Without any means of steerage, the train mercilessly 
decides their destiny. The misery of the girl not being able to reach her lover, while yet be-
ing so close to him, is symbolized in the train’s screeching wheels, expressing her despair 
and longing. In a more political reading, it could also represent the misery of oppressed 
Iraqis through the centuries, as one of the innumerable comments in internet has put it;31 the 
train as a symbol of man’s powerlessness vis-à-vis destiny, symbolizing the harsh realities 
of life and the futility of human endeavor. 

The train as an object of poetical interest goes back a long way in Iraqi poetry. One of the 
pioneers of Free Verse, Nāzik al-Malāʾika (1922–2007), in her poem “Marra al-qiṭār” (“The 
train passes”; 1948), masterly evokes the nostalgic romantic mood of a train passage.32 In her 
poem, the train represents unfulfilled longing and lost expectations, whereas Nawwāb varies 
the theme of life as an endless journey into the unknown, evoking a melancholic mood of 
farewell to characterize the impossibility of love, with the train representing vainness and  
futility. 

Of course, poems are always open for interpretation—in fact they beg for interpretation. 
Reading this seemingly innocent pure love poem in a politicized way—in an attempt to find 
out what the poet “really” means when he writes what he writes—we would be confronted 
with the full panorama of Iraq’s modern history: the girl on the train and Hamad as a hard-
working farmer would stand for the oppressed classes who—in the 1950s—were still prey to 
Iraq’s harsh feudal system; the train itself – the main obstacle for the reunion of the lovers—
would symbolize the closed society which observes so many conventions and imposes taboos 
on a love relationship that the lovers cannot reach fulfillment. The impossibility of their love 
would not only represent the impossibility of personal emotional fulfillment but also the futil-
ity of political and social participation and self-determination in a strictly hierarchical struc-
tured society. And finally, the rather optimistic tone which dominates the whole poem (in the 
steadily repeated line “their love has grown”) would indicate the optimism in the late 1950s 
that a revolution is near and that things will change, that the Iraqi people will become aware 
of their inherent power and will rise up against oppression, tyranny, and exploitation. Which-
ever way the reader decides to understand this poem, there are always multiple layers of 
meaning underlying the text and resonating with the reader. 

Nawwāb himself was very confident that his readers/listeners would grasp the multiple 
meanings of his poem; he achieved perfection in using the creative freedom inherent to collo-
quial poetry to transgress literary norms and conventions (Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila 69). Luʾluʾa, re-
calling the immediate relationship colloquial poetry establishes with the audience, holds this 
poem to be “authentic without any norms from outside” (220). While Nawwāb’s fuṣḥā-poems 
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undisputedly demonstrate his strong political commitment, his poetry in the vernacular forms 
a unique art of commitment and resistance against the current literary and political trends of 
his time. Making sure he reaches his audience directly, without detour via the classical lan-
guage, incorporating their imagery, ideals, and emotions into his poem, and appealing to their 
sentiments directly, Nawwāb in this poem is committed not in terms of open political criti-
cism, irony, and cynicism, as in most of his other poems, but rather in a more subtle way, re-
specting the dignity of the people by echoing their language, their feelings, and their pride 
while defending their cause. 

Notes 
 

1  I would like to thank my colleagues Dr Laith Hussein, Marburg, Dr ʿAlī Jaʿfar al-ʿAllāq, UAE, and Dr ʿAbd 
al-Wāḥid Luʾluʾa, London. Without their precious help this article and analysis would not have been possible. 

2  Booth gives an informative and concise overview on the history of the development of colloquial poetry. 
3  Taha Hussein (Tāhā Ḥusayn), who was not an Arab nationalist but a classical renaissance man, maintained: “I 

am and shall remain, unalterably opposed to those who regard the colloquial as a suitable instrument for mu-
tual understanding and a method for realizing the various goals of our intellectual life because l simply cannot 
tolerate any squandering of the heritage, however slight, that classical Arabic has preserved for us. The collo-
quial lacks the qualities to make it worthy of the name of a language, I look upon it as a dialect that has be-
come corrupted in many respects” (qtd. in Haeri 301). Haeri, Nilufer. “Conceptualizing Heterogeneity in 
Arabic.” Egypte/Monde Arabe 27–28 (1996): 301–15. Web. 25 Nov. 2014. 

4  The inclusive aspect of such a poetic tradition can best be seen in the Gulf countries’ nabaṭī poetry—the local 
form of colloquial poetry which is still very much alive: in TV, there are poetry contests comparable to con-
tests like “America’s got Talent” or “Deutschland sucht den Superstar” where the audience participates enthu-
siastically in composing the best nabaṭī verses. The Abu Dhabi “Million Poet” (shāʿir al-milyūn) has, since its 
inception in 2007, attracted a lot of participants. On nabaṭī poetry, see the informative study by Sowayan, 
Saad Abdullah. Nabati Poetry: The Oral Poetry of Arabia. Berkeley: U of California P, 1985. Print. See also 
my German translation of Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum’s (Muḥammad b. Rāshid Āl Maktūm) nabaṭī 
poems: In der Wüste findet nur der Kluge den Weg. Munich: Hanser, 2009. Print. 

5  The poets of the 1950s and 1960s generation did not expressively refer to neoclassical poetry as their source 
of inspiration, but rather positioned themselves in contrast to the short but quite formative romantic phase that 
Arab poetry witnessed in the 1930s and 1940s, like the Apollo group in Egypt and the Mahjar poets. 

6  “Qu’est-ce que la littérature?”, published in serial form in 1947 and immediately transmitted to the Arab audi-
ence by Taha Hussein in his journal al-Kātib al-Miṣrī 3 (1947): 9–21. Print. See also Klemm, Literarisches 
Engagement 62. 

7  See Klemm’s detailed account of the various models and kinds of iltizām: the socialist-Marxist one and the 
Sartre-inspired notion of liberty and responsibility fused with Pan-Arabism (“Ideals and Reality” 145). 
Klemm, Verena. “Ideals and Reality: The Adaption of European Ideas of Literary Commitment in the Post-
Colonial Middle East: The Case of ʿAbdulwahhāb al-Bayātī.” Conscious Voices: Concepts of Writing in the 
Middle East: Proceedings of the Berne Symposium, July 1997. Ed. Stephan Guth, Priska Furrer, and Johann 
Christoph Bürgel. Beirut: Orient-Institut der DMG, 1999. 143-52. Print. Beiruter Texte und Studien 72. See 
also Yaḥyā’s criticism of the apparent connection between ICP and iltizām (111).  

8  Darwish (Maḥmūd Darwīsh) and Adunis (Adūnīs) declared the “outward oriented” iltizām which commented 
on social and political events as passé, defining it as the end of idealism (Klemm, Literarisches Engagement 
209). They wanted to transcend the superficial notion of refusal (rafḍ) or counter-reaction (195). 

9  On the later development of iltizām and other forms of engagement and commitment, see the other contribu-
tions in this volume. 

10  Nawwāb during one of his performances, qtd. in Simawe and Weissbort 151; there is also the full translation 
of the poem. 

11  For a detailed discussion of this aspect see ʿAllāq 151. 
12  I have elaborated elsewhere on Nawwāb’s political commitment: “Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb” and “Place and 

Memory.” Tramontini, Leslie. “Muẓaffar an-Nawwāb.” Kritisches Lexikon zur fremdsprachigen Gegenwarts- 
literatur. 2014. Web. 14 July 2015. Tramontini, Leslie. “Place and Memory: Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb and 
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Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb Revisited.” Visions and Representations of Homeland in Modern Arabic Poetry and 
Prose Literature. Ed. Sebastian Günther and Stephan Milich. Hannover: Olms, 2015 (forthcoming). 

13  “Ḥīnamā lam yabqa wajh al-ḥizb wajh al-nās qad tamma al-ṭalāq”—“If the party does not resemble the peo-
ple anymore, than the divorce has taken place”, as quoted in al-Usṭa, ʿĀdil. Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb: Al-ṣawt wa-
l-ṣadā. Cairo: Maktabat Madbūlī, 2002. 66. Print. 

14  ʿAlī Jaʿfar al-ʿAllāq, himself a renowned poet and literary critic, describes his escape as usṭūrī, mythological, 
fantastic (150). 

15  See Simawe and Weissbort, Iraqi Poetry Today. 
16  Bardenstein, “Stirring Words”, one of the few studies in English, offers a detailed analysis of his long poem 

“Jisr al-mabāhij al-qadīma.” I have also come across Gohar, Journey in the Middle East, who in his chapter 
(91–152) on Nawwāb and the black US American poet Amiri Baraka (1934–2014) deals with commitment 
and resistance but unfortunately in a rather repetitive and descriptive way, see Gohar, Sadiq M. Journey in the 
Middle East: The Discourse of Violence and Racism in American and Arabic Literature. Saarbrücken: LAP 
Lambert Academic Publishing, 2012. Print. 

17  See Bardenstein’s excellent analysis of his poems and performance. 
18  Jād Allah in his foreword: “Nawwāb’s colloquial poetry opened up a new poetic school in style, vision, and 

treatment [...] addressing both intellect and heart” (32). Al-Nawwāb, Muẓaffar. Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila li-l-shāʿir 
Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb. N.p.: Dār Ṣādiq, n.d. 9–97. Print. 

19  Also see Bardenstein 5, on professional musical versions of Nawwāb’s colloquial poetry. 
20  See e.g. “Arwaʿ mā qāl Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb.” YouTube. 5 July 2010. Web. 14 July 2015. 
21  The Al-aʿmāl al-kāmila I am working with does not include any of his colloquial poetry; and his long poem 

“Jisr al-mabāhij al-qadīma” is not printed in its entirety, only the second half. This is typical with Nawwāb’s 
poetry and not helpful at all for close text analyses. 

22  The title of the poem is “Li-l-rayl wa-Ḥamad” (For the train and for Ḥamad), but in many versions the “li-” is 
deleted and rendered as “al-” (The train and Ḥamad).  

23  Al-Nawwāb, Li-l-rayl wa-Ḥamad; Luʾluʾa, “Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb.” 
24  I am very grateful for any comments, corrections and feedback on the translation. 
25  The “lead text” or dedication is written in modern standard Arabic, setting the scene. 
26  Rayl is an Iraqi adoption of the English word “rail,” meaning train. 
27  This refrain is very difficult to translate and without comments by native speakers would have remained a riddle 

to me: The explanation of the root h-w-d-r in internet sources ranges from “to increase, get stronger and firmer” 
to “dwindle, vanish”; e.g. Muntadayāt aḥlā al-salawāt. Web. 14 July 2015. < http://ahlaalsalawat.montadarabi. 
com/t2565-topic > (although not very academic yet quite useful). Luʾluʾa interprets it as “to grow”; and Wood-
head, Beene and Stowasser’s Dictionary of Iraqi Arabic does not list the word at all. Apart from this, the image 
of the partridge hidden in the wheat field forms a provocative and hardly eligible metaphor: according to the 
comments, Nawwāb alludes to the girl’s breasts under her blond plaited hair. 

28  Sh-dh-r: Dictionary of Iraqi Arabic (238) gives the meaning: turquoise blue; many internet comments say: 
golden. 

29  Dictionary of Iraqi Arabic (217) gives the following three notions: to roam freely, to be distracted, to forget. 
30  On the impact of his politicized Shiite home, see also the interview with Sinan Antoon from the year 1996: 

“Muzaffar al-Nawwab remembers a distant childhood.” Al-Ahram Weekly. 17 Apr. 2003. Web. 4 Jan. 2015. 
Also see ʿAllāq 148. 

31  See e.g. Ḥāmid ʿAbd al-Karīm, Fāris. “Qirāʾa fī qaṣīdat Muẓaffar al-Nawwāb Al-rayl wa-Ḥamad.” Babylon 
Center. Web. 4 Jan. 2015. < http://www.babylon-center.net/?articles=topic&topic=1549 >. 

32  See the analysis of the poem by al-Thāmirī, Ḍiyāʾ Rāḍī. “Qaṣīda ‘Marra l-qiṭār’ li-Nāzik al-Malāʾika bayna 
maqūlat al-shāʿir wa-maqūlat al-shiʿr.” Majallat al-qādisiyya fi-l-ādāb wa-l-ʿulūm al-tarbawiyya 7.3–4 
(2008): 55–62. Print. 
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